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These books are chosen by teen book groups and voted on by teens across the nation to win!

**Book Locations:**
- “YA” – Young adult fiction, 1st floor
- “J F” – Juvenile fiction, 3rd floor

**Young Adult Library Services Association (YALSA) Teens’ Top Ten Award Winners at the Plainsboro Public Library**

**2015**
- The Shadow Throne – Jennifer A. Nielsen – J F NIE
- To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before – Jenny Han – YA F HAN
- My Life with the Walter Boys – Ali Novak – YA F NOV
- Heir of Fire – Sarah Mass – YA F MAS
- The Bane Chronicles – Cassandra Clare – YA F CLA
- The Young Elites – Marie Lu – YA F LU
- The Kiss of Deception – Mary E. Pearson – YA F PEA
- Since You’ve Been Gone – Morgan Matson – YA F MAT
- The Geography of You and Me – Jennifer E. Smith – YA F SMI

**2013**
- Code Name Verity – Elizabeth Wein – YA F WEI
- The False Prince – Jennifer A. Nielsen – JF NIE
- Insurgent – Veronica Roth – YA F ROT
- The Raven Boys – Maggie Stiefvater – YA F STI
- Every Day – David Levithan – YA F LEV
- Butter – Erin Jade Lange – YA F LAN

**2012**
- Divergent – Veronica Roth – YA F ROT
- The Fault in Our Stars – John Green – YA F GRE
- Legend – Marie Lu – YA F LUI
- Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children – Ransom Riggs – YA F RIG
- What Happened to Goodbye – Sarah Dessen – YA F DES

- Across the Universe – Beth Revis – YA F REV
- Cinder – Marissa Meyer – YA F MEY
- The Scorpio Races – Maggie Stiefvater – YA F STI
- Where She Went – Gayle Forman – YA F FOR
- Abandon – Meg Cabot – YA F CAB

2011
- Clockwork Angel – Cassandra Clare – YA F CLA
- Mockingjay – Suzanne Collins – YA F COL
- Crescendo – Becca Fitzpatrick – YA F FIT
- I Am Number Four – Pittacus Lore – YA F LOR
- Matched – Allyson Condie – YA F CON
- Before I Fall – Lauren Oliver – YA F OLI
- Nightshade – Andrea Cremer – YA F CRE

2014
- Eleanor and Park – Rainbow Rowell – YA F ROW